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linguistic nature, toponyms deserve a special
treatment.
In general toponyms are studied by toponymy
and represent names of places comprising the
following types:

Abstract
The paper presents a study of a challenging task in machine translation and crosslanguage information retrieval – translation of toponyms. Due to their linguistic
and extra-linguistic nature, toponyms deserve a special treatment. The overall
translation process includes two stages of
processing: dictionary-based and out-ofvocabulary toponym translation. The latter is divided into three steps: source
string normalisation, translation, and target string normalisation. The translation
process implies an application of translation strategies and linguistic toponym
translation patterns. Possible translation
strategies, including transliteration and
translation per se along with combined
strategies, and linguistic toponym translation patterns, including multi-word patterns as well, were investigated and implemented for English-Latvian machine
translation. 10,000 The UK-related toponyms from Geonames were selected for a
development set. The evaluation of output quality on basis of a test set has
showed 67% accuracy in out-ofvocabulary translation: 58% on a set containing one-word toponymic units and
81% on a multi-word test set.
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hydronyms (names of bodies of water:
bays, streams, lakes, lagoons, oceans,
ponds, seas, etc., e.g. Thames as a river);
oronyms (names of mountains, cliffs,
craters, rocks, points, etc., e.g. Bexhill as a
mountain);
geonyms (general names for streets,
squares, lines, avenues, paths, alleys,
roads, embankments, etc.);
oeconyms (names of populated places: an
administrative division, country, city,
town, house or other building).
The first part of the paper overviews the
concept and nature of toponyms along with
existing toponym translation strategies (TS). The
second part of it focuses on the developed and
implemented English-Latvian toponym MT
approach, including a description of TSs and
linguistic toponym translation patterns (LTTP).
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Concept and Nature of Toponyms

After Geoffrey Leech (1981) we can accept a
special status of toponyms as proper names without a conceptual meaning as we cannot perform
any componential analysis for them. However,
we cannot but admit the fact that many toponyms
are at least meaningful etymologically, e.g,
Cambridge – bridge over the river Cam (Leidner,
2007), and, as Leidner pointed out, this etymology might or might not be apparent to a speaker.
This feature makes toponyms difficult for
processing.

Introduction

The paper presents a study of a challenging task
in machine translation (MT) and cross-language
information retrieval (CLIR) – translation of
toponyms. Due to their linguistic and extra-
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Besides, toponyms are not unambiguous.
Leidner (2007) describes three types of the toponymical ambiguity:
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Toponym Translation Strategies and
Approaches

Toponyms can be referred to named entities (NE)
which comprise all types of proper names,
including toponyms themselves, anthroponyms,
and temporal expressions. To translate an NE
one should choose a TS which depends on the
type of the NE unit (Babych and Hartley, 2003),
i.e. to translate a toponym we should know its
type that assigns a TS to be applied to this
toponym. Common TSs for toponyms, as a
particular type of NEs, are the following (Babych
and Hartley, 2004):

morpho-syntactic ambiguity: a word itself may be a toponym or may be a common noun in a language, e.g. Hook as the
populated place in the UK versus hook as
a common noun;
referential ambiguity: a toponym may refer to more than one place of the same
type, e.g. Riga as the populated place and
the capital of Latvia and Riga as the populated place in the USA, state Michigan;
feature type ambiguity: a toponym may
refer to more than one place of different
type, e.g. Tanfield as the populated place
and the castle in the UK, Gauja as the populated place and the river in Latvia.

transference strategy, i.e. do-nottranslate;
transliteration strategy, i.e. phonetic or
spelling rendering;
translation strategy per se, i.e. dotranslate;
combined strategy, i.e. applying more
than one from the abovementioned three
strategies.

Moreover, there is another type of the toponymical ambiguity to be addressed, that is the socalled eponymical ambiguity when names of
places are named after people or deities, e.g.
Vancouver after George Vancouver. In addition,
the same place is often known by different
names – endonyms (names of places used by inhabitants, self-assigned names) and exonyms
(names of places used by other groups, not locals) as in the Leidner’s (2007) example with
Praha for its inhabitants and Prague for English.
Furthermore, metonymy also contributes to
the issue. This linguistic phenomenon was studied from the toponymical point of view by
Markert and Nissim (2002). The authors stated
that the metonymic use of toponyms is regular
and productive, can reach up to 17% of all of
toponyms as it was proved by the example of the
English language, and the most frequent and
conventional case of the toponymical metonymy
is as in the “government of …” pattern, e.g. “Latvia announced …” means “the government of
Latvia announced …”.
Finally, toponyms are changed frequently
since they themselves and the places they refer to
are not constant. Therefore, when dealing with
toponyms it is also very important to take into
consideration historical and cultural facts.
The abovementioned linguistic and extralinguistic features make toponym processing difficult, e.g. resolution, retrieval, and especially
translation.

The transference strategy with the do-nottranslate list is often used for translation of toponyms which do not need any rendering at all and
are often left not translated, e.g. organization
names (Babych and Hartley, 2003).
The topic of transliteration has been studied
for several languages, mostly for non-Latin spelling, and many techniques have been proposed.
The most common transliteration techniques are
phoneme-based and grapheme-based (Zhang et
al., 2004). The phoneme-based approach (Knight
and Graehl, 1998; Meng et al., 2001; Oh and
Choi, 2002; Lee and Chang, 2003) implies a
conversion of a source language word into a target language word via its phonemic representation, i.e. grapheme-phoneme-grapheme conversion. The grapheme-based technique converts a
source language word into a target language
word without any phonemic representation (grapheme-grapheme conversion) (Stalls and Knight,
1998; Li et al., 2004).
Most of toponym translation approaches are
data-driven (see, e.g. Meng et al., 2001; AlOnaizan and Knight, 2002; Sproat et al., 2006;
Alegria et al., 2006; Wentland et al., 2008) since
they deal with widely used languages which have
enough linguistic resources for development.
Taking into account an under-resourced status of
the Latvian language with few available corpus
resources, especially parallel bilingual corpora, a
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rule-based approach was proposed for EnglishLatvian toponym translation.
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Source string normalisation includes the following sub-processes:
all tabs and double space characters, including the beginning of a string, are normalized to single space characters;
the so-called “zero-fertility words” (AlOnaizan and Knight, 2002) of English are
normalized to zero-translations in Latvian,
e.g. definite article the is omitted;
hyphenated words are normalized to
non-hyphenated ones;
some abbreviations are expanded to full
words, e.g. St. to Saint;
signs, if possible, are changed to words,
e.g. & to and;
punctuation marks are normalized to zero translations.

Implementation of English-Latvian
Toponym Translation

Strategies and techniques for English-Latvian
toponym MT have not been studied previously,
and the existing literature describes general principles of rendering of the English proper names,
mostly anthroponyms, into Latvian.
We studied three main issues of EnglishLatvian toponym MT:
orthographic, phonetic and grammatical
differences between the two languages;
possible toponym translation strategies
for this translation direction;
possible linguistic toponym translation
patterns for this translation direction.

4.2

Although English and Latvian are the IndoEuropean languages and share some grammatical
features, they have a lot of differences since English belongs to the Germanic language group
while Latvian belongs to the group of the Baltic
languages; English is an analytical language in
contrast to the synthetic Latvian language with a
rich set of inflections and some specific orthographic features such as diacritics. The lack of
the orthographic and phonetic convergence in
English (26 letters to 44 phonemes), historical
changes and traditions in spelling, origin language of a toponym, and ambiguity, as well as
the lack of the Latvian linguistic resources for
the study were the main difficulties we faced. We
also studied the peculiarities of Latvian toponymic units to ensure they correspond to the Latvian grammar and orthography rules, e.g.:

Transference strategy is applied to unprocessed
toponymic units which are not described by any
of LTTPs.
Transliteration strategy is language dependent
(Karimi et al., 2007) and for the English-Latvian
language pair transliteration is a non-trivial task
due to differences in grammar, orthography and
sound systems of both languages. Moreover,
there are a lot of exceptions (see CastañedaHernández, 2004 about general toponym translation problem). English-Latvian transliteration
strategy is based on the grapheme-to-grapheme
approach, which implies direct mapping of the
English letter sequences into the Latvian ones,
formalized in a set of transliteration rules. All
foreign names (those of non-English origin) are
rendered according to the English pronunciation
standards. The main principle is the possibility to
reconstruct a source toponymic unit (Ahero,
2006).
The set of English-Latvian transliteration rules
consists of about 110 transliteration patterns describing English-Latvian grapheme-to-grapheme
correspondences. The result of transliteration
may vary, as there can be several ways of rendering the English letter combinations into the Latvian ones. Several cases of variety are described
by transliteration patterns, e.g. -c- stands for -kbefore consonants (except -h-), and -a-, -o-, -u-,
for -s- before -i-, -e-, -y-, and for -č- in the combination with -h-.
Translation strategy per se is also applied to
English-Latvian toponym translation. In some
cases toponyms are not transferred or translite-

Latvian names are inflected;
Latvian names cannot be spelled with
double consonants, except ll, mm or nn
under certain conditions;
Latvian multi-word units can be translated in several ways, however, a compound is preferable if it allows to reconstruct a source toponymic unit (Ahero,
2006).
4.1

Translation: English-Latvian Toponym
Translation Strategies

Source String Normalisation

Translation of a toponymic unit is divided into
three steps: source string normalisation, translation, i.e. application of TS and LTTP, and target
string normalisation according to the Latvian
grammar and orthography rules.
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rated, but translated into Latvian, e.g. multi-word
units East Anglian Heights, North West Highlands are translated into Latvian as Austrumanglijas augstiene, Ziemeļskotijas kalnāji correspondingly, while one-word units are transliterated, as a rule. Though, transliteration strategy
can be also applied to multi-word units in parallel with translation one which is usually infrequent and conventional.
Toponym TSs are closely related with LTTPs
and are language dependent. Therefore, combined strategy is also used when treating different types of toponyms.
4.3

Translation:
Linguistic
Translation Patterns

combinations. There are about 300 in-word
LTTPs described, for example: new- to ņū-,
deep- to dīp-, mc- to mak-, -worth to –vērt, -islet
to –ailet, etc.
Multi-word LTTPs involve three TSs. Translation strategy S1 is based on transliteration rules.
Translation strategy S2 performs the combination
of the first TS and the insertion of a nomenclature word, e.g. Bebington (as a railroad station) –
Bebingtonas stacija. If a nomenclature word is
included in a source toponymic unit, as it is in
the pattern S3, it is either translated (Newton
Point - Ņūtona zemesrags, Gog Magog Hills Gogmagogu kalni) or transliterated (Green Isle –
Grīnaila, North East Coast – Nortīstkosta) in a
target language. We described 40 nomenclature
words that are translated under certain conditions. Auxiliary words, such as prepositions, are
also either translated or transliterated, e.g. Horse
of Copinsay – Horsofkopinsejs (transliteration),
Milford upon Sea - Milforda pie jūras (translation).
Examples of LTTP are presented in Table 1.
Xn is a toponymic unit in a source language, Sn is
a translation strategy applied, Yn is a toponymic
unit in a target language, and Pn{Xn, Sn, Yn} is a
corresponding LTTP.

Toponym

When translating a toponymic unit, dictionarybased translation is applied first. Most of popular
toponyms, such as names of countries and capitals, seas and oceans, are translated using an
English-Latvian dictionary, e.g. Lisbon – Lisabona, Brussels – Brisele, Cologne – Ķelne, Antwerp – Antverpene, Great Britain – Lielbritānija,
Atlantic Ocean – Atlantijas okeāns. If a toponym
is an out-of-vocabulary (OOV) word then one of
the LTTPs is applied.
To determine possible LTTP we studied a list
of 10,000 toponyms from Geonames (all toponyms were UK-related) and analyzed 59 toponym types.
Generally, LTTPs are the ways source toponymic units are rendered into target toponymic
units. LTTPs can be of two types: in-word patterns and multi-word patterns. The in-word
LTTP is a word transformation model, based on
English-Latvian transliteration rules, including
the most frequent prefixes, suffixes, and letter
English Toponym Xn
P1{X1, S1, Y1}
X1: N
Knocklayd
P2={X1, S1, Y2}
X1: N
Newcastle
P3={X1, S2, Y3}
X1: N
Bebington
P4={X2, S1, Y2}
X2: N’s + N
Bishop's Stortford

4.4

Target String Normalisation

Target string normalisation modifies a toponymic
unit according to the rules of the Latvian grammar and orthography, e.g. all populated places
are feminine gender (see P1): Newcastle →
Ņūkāsla which is indicated by the ending –a
(feminine, singular nominative).

Translation
Pattern Pn

Translation
Strategy Sn

Latvian Toponym Yn

P1: N → N

S1: transliteration

Y1: N masculine singular
Nokleids

P2: N → N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Ņūkāsla

P3: N → N + N

S2: transliteration +
nomenclature word

Y3: N feminine singular
genitive + N
Bebingtonas stacija

P4: N’s + N → N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Bišopsstortforda
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P5={X3, S1, Y2}
X3: N + N’s + N
St. Bishop's Town
P6={X4, S1, Y2}
X4: N + N
Bishop Auckland
North Ronaldsay
P7={X5, S1, Y2}
X5: A + N
South Ribble, Green
Isle
P8={X6, S3, Y4}
X6: N + P + N
Milford upon Sea
Stratford upon Avon

P5: N + N’s + N
→N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Sentbišopsatauna

P6: N + N → N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Bošopoklenda
Nortronaldseja

P7: A + N → N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Sautribla
Grīnaila

P8: N + P + N →
N+P+N

S3: transliteration +
translation

Y4: N feminine singular
genitive + P + N
Milforda pie jūras,
Stradforda pie Avona

P9: N + P + N →
N+N

S1: transliteration

Y5: N feminine singular
genitive + N feminine
singular locative
Longvila Deilā

P10: A + A + N →
N

S1: transliteration

Y2: N feminine singular
Nortīstkosta

P11: N + C + N →
N+N

S2: transliteration +
nomenclature word

Y3: N feminine singular
genitive + N
Sendalendagbrigas stacija

P12={X4, S3, Y6}
X4: N + N
Newton Point

P12: N + N → N +
N

S3: transliteration +
translation

Y6: N masculine singular genitive + N
Ņūtona zemesrags

P13={X6, S1, Y1}
X6: N + P + N
Horse of Copinsay

P:13 N + P + N →
N

S1: transliteration

Y1: N masculine singular
Horsofkopinsejs

P14={X7, S3, Y7}
X7: N + N + N
Gog Magog Hills

P14: N + N + N →
N+N

S3: transliteration +
translation

P9={X6, S1, Y5}
X6: N + P +
Longville in the Dale

P10={X7, S1, Y2}
X7: A + A + N
North East Coast
P11={X8, S2, Y3}
X8: N + C + N
Sandal & Agbrigg

Y7: N masculine plural
genitive +N
Gogmagogu kalni
“Table 1. Examples of English-Latvian Linguistic Toponym Translation Patterns.”
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restimate translation accuracy. Moreover, human
translations are often inaccurate as well.
Existing English-Latvian MT systems2 do not
implement any OOV algorithms to translate toponymic units. Thus, we had no possibility to

Evaluation and Limitations

The current MT evaluation theory and practice
lacks in evaluation methods for toponym translation task. One of the reasons could be that it is
not clear what the correct toponym translation is,
since results may vary and more than one target
toponymic unit is acceptable. As a result, scores
calculated with a single target variant will unde-

2

English-Latvian Pragma Expert: www.acl.lv, EnglishLatvian Google: http://translate.google.com, EnglishLatvian Tilde
http://www.tilde.lv/English/portal/go/tilde/3777/enUS/DesktopDefault.aspx (November, 2008)
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compare our algorithm with other MT performance.
For evaluation purposes we compared translation results of our translation module with reference (human) translations from two bilingual
dictionaries. 330 English toponymic units of different types with Latvian translation equivalents
were manually extracted from dictionaries (180
one-word units and 150 multi-word units) and
processed with our OOV toponym translation
algorithm. To evaluate translation results we set
the following scores:

rules, variety of languages as well as a considerable amount of history and culture (CastañedaHernández, 2004). It is impossible to formalize
this process completely and it is obvious that
there can be mistakes in automated translation of
toponymic units.
Corpus-based approach has not been applied
in this research due to the lack of monolingual
and bilingual linguistic resources. However, the
issue of compiling a corpus of toponymreferenced texts for the Latvian language is being
studied. We also plan to study the issue of multilingual cross-language toponym MT and application MT strategies to other languages (especially
Cyrillic or other non-Latin scripts).

if the translation result coincides with the
corresponding linguistic toponym translation pattern then the translation is accurate
and the score is 1;
if the translation result deviates from the
corresponding linguistic toponym translation pattern then the translation is inaccurate, and the score is 0,5 for one error and
0 for more errors.
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We accept variants as they were also described
by LTTPs (in transliteration rules). As a result,
the accuracy of translation is 67% on the whole
test set, 58% on the set containing one-word toponymic units, and 81% on the multi-word test
set.
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